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Circularly polarized light (CPL) can induce an asymmetry between the number of left- and right-
handed chiral quasiparticles in Dirac and Weyl semimetals. We show that if the photoresponse of
the material is dominated by chiral quasiparticles, the total chiral charge induced in the material by
CPL can be evaluated in a model-independent way through the chiral anomaly. In the presence of an
external magnetic field perpendicular to the incident CPL, this allows to predict the linear density
of the induced photocurrent resulting from the chiral magnetic effect. The predicted effect should
exist in any kind of Dirac or Weyl materials, with both symmetric and asymmetric band structure.
An estimate of the resulting chiral magnetic photocurrent in a typical Dirac semimetal irradiated
by an infrared laser of intensity ' 5 × 106 W/m2 and a wavelength of λ ' 10µm in an external
magnetic field B ' 2 T yields a current J ' 50 nA in the laser spot of size ' 50µm. This current
scales linearly with the magnetic field and wavelength, opening up possibilities for applications in
photonics, optoelectronics, and THz sensing.
INTRODUCTION
Circularly polarized light (CPL) breaks the symme-
try between left and right and thus possesses a non-zero
chirality. In the interactions of CPL with matter, the
chirality of the electromagnetic field can couple to the
chirality of matter. Various quantities have been used to
describe the chirality of the electromagnetic field. A no-
table example is the “zilch” introduced by D. Lipkin [1]:
Z0 = E · (∇×E) +B · (∇×B) (1)
Z = E × E˙ +B × B˙. (2)
Lipkin’s zilch is gauge-invariant and obeys the continu-
ity equation in free space as a consequence of Maxwell
equations: ∂µZ
µ = 0, with Zµ = (Z0,Z). However,
interactions can transfer chirality from the electromag-
netic field to matter. Chirality conservation for electro-
magnetic field and its role in light-matter interactions in
chiral materials are the subjects of active current inter-
est. In particular, Lipkin’s zilch has been used to de-
scribe the interaction of CPL with chiral molecules [2–
4]. CPL has also been proposed to cause a Photovoltaic
Hall effect [5, 6] in graphene, which is a material with
2-dimensional relativistic Dirac fermion quasiparticles.
In this article, we discuss the interaction of CPL with
the 3-dimensional chiral quasiparticles in recently discov-
ered Dirac and Weyl semimetals [7–11]. We will show
that the transfer of chirality from the electromagnetic
field to chiral fermions can be described in a model-
independent way by using the chiral anomaly [12, 13].
Because of the focus on the effect of the chiral anomaly,
our treatment will be based on a measure of chirality that
is different from Lipkin’s zilch. Namely, we will use the
Chern-Simons current [14]
h0 = A ·B (3)
h = A0B −A×E, (4)
to describe the chirality of light and its transfer to the
chirality of matter.
The Chern-Simons current is proportional to the helic-
ity of the free electromagnetic field [15], which describes
the difference between left and right circularly polar-
ized photons. The chirality density h0 is well-known in
magneto-hydrodynamics, where magnetic helicity [16–19]
is defined as
∫
A · B d3r. Note that the helicity of the
electromagnetic field is not conserved, even in free space.
The gauge dependence of helicity is essential in de-
scribing the interactions mediated by the chiral anomaly.
Indeed, the chiral anomaly results in the absence of in-
variance of the chiral charge
∫
h0d3r under “large” gauge
transformations that change the global topology of the
gauge field. The chirality conservation law that we pro-
pose below is a consequence of the change of chirality
under large gauge transformations that results from the
transfer of chirality from electromagnetic field to the chi-
ral fermion zero modes.
The chiral anomaly is known to result in the transport
of charge in parallel electric and magnetic fields through
the chiral magnetic effect [20, 21] by creating a chirality
imbalance. The resulting longitudinal negative magne-
toresistance [22, 23] has been observed in Dirac semi-
metals such as ZrTe5 [24] and Na3Bi [25] and Weyl semi-
metals such as TaAs [26]. It has been proposed that chi-
ral pumping in 3-dimensional Dirac materials by rotating
electromagnetic field can produce a separation between
left and right handed cones in momentum space, result-
ing in the generation of axial current and polarization of
electric charge density [27].
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2The interactions of light with Dirac and Weyl materi-
als have recently attracted significant attention. A pho-
tocurrent in response to CPL, proposed for Weyl mate-
rials with tilted cones [9], has been recently observed in
TaAs [28]. A photocurrent in the presence of magnetic
field has been proposed for asymmetric Weyl materials
with tilted cones [29] and a quantised topological pho-
tocurrent in response to CPL has been proposed in asym-
metric Weyl materials in which the left and right handed
cones have different energies [10]. All of the above effects
would be absent in Dirac materials such as ZrTe5 which
possess both inversion and time reversal symmetries.
In this paper, we propose a new effect that does not
rely on the breaking of inversion or time reversal sym-
metries of the crystal and arises solely from the helicity
transfer from light to the chiral fermions in an external
magnetic field. The proposed effect thus provides a clean
way to probe the chiral anomaly and the chiral magnetic
effect.
The effect can be briefly described as follows. If the
charged chiral fermion quasiparticles are massless (the
corresponding linear band has no gap), and no chirality-
changing interactions are present in the Hamiltonian, the
helicity of external gauge fields can be transferred to the
chirality carried by the charged quasiparticles, and vice
versa. The only conserved quantity is the total chirality
of the fermion quasiparticles and the gauge field. Once
the light is absorbed by the material, the helicity of the
light gets fully transferred to the material. The result-
ing chiral imbalance between the left- and right-handed
chiral fermions, as we will see, is completely fixed by
the chiral anomaly. This chiral imbalance in an external
magnetic field is known to induce a current due to the
chiral magnetic effect [20, 21]. Therefore, in an external
magnetic field, CPL will induce an electric current.
CONSERVATION OF TOTAL CHIRALITY
In the interaction of CPL with an optically thick Dirac
or Weyl semimetal (for a mid-infrared laser, the light
penetration length for these materials is of the order
of a few hundred nanometres), the helicity of the ab-
sorbed light gets fully transferred to the chirality of
the fermions. The chiral fermions in Dirac and Weyl
semimetals are described by the Hamiltonian which in
the simplest isotropic case is given by
Hˆ = ±vFkiσi, (5)
where vF is the Fermi velocity and ki is the crystal mo-
mentum; the ± signs refer to the left and right handed
fermions; the matrices σi act over pseudospin degrees of
freedom. In a Dirac material, the left and right handed
cones are located at the same positions in the Brillouin
zone, whereas in Weyl materials they are separated. Each
Weyl cone is a monopole of the Berry curvature, and since
the total Berry charge inside a Brillouin zone is zero, the
left- and right-handed Weyl cones always appear in pairs.
The chirality carried by the chiral fermion quasiparti-
cles is described by the axial current jµ5 ; the temporal
component of this current is the density of chiral charge,
j05 ≡ ρ5 = ρR − ρL. The chiral anomaly causes non-
conservation of jµ5 in the presence of an electromagnetic
field Fµν , as given by [12, 13, 30–32]
∂µj
µ
5 =
e2
16pi2
µνρσFµνFρσ; (6)
note that the quantity on the right hand side is odd under
parity and thus vanishes for linearly polarized light. The
quantity on the right is given by the full derivative of the
Chern-Simons current [14]
hµ = − e
2
8pi2
µνρσAνFρσ (7)
that describes the helicity density and flux carried by the
electromagnetic field.
We deduce from (6) and (7) that the total chirality,
which is the sum of the helicity of the electromagnetic
field and the chirality of the fermions, is conserved:
∂µ(j
µ
5 + h
µ) = 0. (8)
It is this conservation law that causes transfer of chirality
from light to chiral fermions. This is valid separately for
each Dirac cone or pair of Weyl cones.
The helicity density and helicity flux are given (in SI
units) by
h0 =
e2
4pi2h¯2
A ·B (9)
and
h =
e2
4pi2h¯2
(A0B −A×E). (10)
In our case, the prefactor of e2/(4pi2h¯2) appears in equa-
tion (9) because, as it can be seen from equation (8), it
is the chirality density available for the transfer to the
chiral fermions.
In a real Dirac or Weyl material, there is also chirality-
flipping scattering, with a characteristic relaxation time
τV, so equation (6) (in SI units) becomes
ρ˙5 +∇ · j5 =
e2
2pi2h¯2
E ·B − ρ5
τV
. (11)
The last term on the right hand side of equation (11) does
not affect the balance of chirality transfer if the frequency
of light ω is large compared to τV
−1.
For an oscillating electric field with E(t, r) =
<(e−iωtE(r)), in the Coulomb gauge with A0 = 0, the
time-averaged helicity flux (10) is
〈h〉 = e
2
8pi2h¯2ω
<(iE × E∗). (12)
3For light traveling in the z direction, this becomes
〈hz〉 = e
2
4pi2h¯2ω
<(i ExE∗y ); (13)
note that this quantity vanishes for linearly polarized
light.
TRANSFER OF CHIRALITY FROM LIGHT TO
FERMIONS
Let us now describe CPL using the Chern-Simons he-
licity. For CPL with E = E0 (xˆ± i yˆ),
〈hz〉 = ± e
2
4pi2h¯2ω
E20 . (14)
The ratio of this helicity flux to the energy flux 〈Sz〉 (the
Poynting vector) is given by
〈hz〉
〈Sz〉 = ±
1
pi
e2
4pi0h¯c
1
h¯ω
. (15)
Hence, the helicity per photon available for transfer to
each Dirac cone or pair of Weyl cones of charged fermions
is ±α/pi, where α is the fine structure constant; the signs
refer to the two circular polarizations of light. Of course,
the helicity per photon in the beam is ±1, since pho-
tons are massless vector particles. The factor of α/pi in
equation (15), according to equation (11), describes the
coupling of photons to the charged fermions through the
chiral anomaly.
Note that E · B is zero for CPL in vacuum, but it
is non-zero if it is being attenuated in a material. This
is what allows chiral charge to be generated according
to (11).
If CPL is incident on a 3D chiral material, as the
light is absorbed by the material, its helicity flux is con-
verted into the chirality of fermions. The total chirality
generated per unit area is equal to the helicity flux of
light transmitted at the interface. In a real material, if
ωτV  1, the chirality will saturate at a constant value
proportional to τV due to chirality relaxation, as dictated
by equation (11). Using equation (8), for light incident
perpendicular to the interface at z = 0,∫ ∞
0
ρ5 dz = τV〈hz〉|z=0 = ±τVα
pi
Iin
h¯ω
<(axa∗y), (16)
where Iin is the intensity of the incident light and ax,y
are the transmission amplitudes of the two linear polar-
izations. The chiral charge is distributed in the material
over a length scale determined by the diffusion length
of fermion quasiparticles and the attenuation length of
light, but the total chiral charge integrated over the depth
is unaffected by this.
The chiral charge density of fermions ρ5 translates
into a chiral chemical potential µ5 ' χ−1ρ5, where
FIG. 1. The helicity of circularly polarized light (CPL) is
characterized by the Chern-Simons current h. When incident
on a Dirac or Weyl semimetal, as a consequence of the chiral
anomaly, CPL induces an asymmetry between the number
of left- and right-handed chiral quasiparticles. In an exter-
nal magnetic field B, this chiral asymmetry induces a chiral
magnetic photocurrent J along the direction of the externally
applied magnetic field.
χ = ∂ρ5/∂µ5 is the chiral susceptibility. If the whole
system is placed in a constant magnetic field Bext per-
pendicular to the incident light, a current
JCME =
e2
2pi2h¯2
Bext µ5 (17)
due to the chiral magnetic effect (CME) [20, 21] is gener-
ated along the direction of the magnetic field. The linear
density κCMP of the resulting chiral magnetic photocur-
rent is given by the integral over the depth:
κCMP =
∫ ∞
0
e2
2pi2h¯2
Bext µ5 dz
= ± e
2
2pi2h¯2
Bext
τV
χ
α
pi
Iin
h¯ω
<(axa∗y). (18)
The formula for the CME conductivity is given by [24,
25, 33] (
e2
2pi2h¯2
)2
τV
χ
B2ext. (19)
If the only contribution to the magnetic field dependence
of the longitudinal conductivity is from the CME, then
the quadratic coefficient of the longitudinal conductivity
is
σ(2)zz =
(
e2
2pi2h¯2
)2
τV
χ
(20)
4for each Dirac cone or pair of Weyl cones. In terms of
σ
(2)
zz
κCMP = ±2pi
2h¯2
e2
Bext σ
(2)
zz
α
pi
Iin
h¯ω
<(axa∗y). (21)
This is the main result of our paper; note that this for-
mula does not depend on the number of cones.
NUMERICAL ESTIMATES
The linear photocurrent density in (21) can be inte-
grated over the diameter of the spot of light to esti-
mate the magnitude of the observed photocurrent. We
assume a mid-infrared laser of power 10 mW, intensity
Iin = 5 × 106 W/m2, spot diameter 50µm, and wave-
length 10µm. We also assume that the square of the
optical transmission amplitude is <(axa∗y) = 0.1, and use
magnetic field Bext = 2 T and temperature 5 K. We need
the coefficient σ
(2)
zz and the ratio of the resistance of the
sample to the load (suppression factor) to estimate the
photocurrent.
For the Weyl material TaAs used in [34], using the
same suppression factor as the setup in [28], we get a
current of approximately 25 nA. For the Dirac material
ZrTe5 used in [24], assuming the same resistance for the
external load as in [28], we get a current of approximately
50 nA. This current scales linearly with the magnetic
field and wavelength, and should be much stronger if a
THz source is used.
This estimate can be compared to the photocurrent of
about 40 nA observed recently in TaAs [28] that is said
to exceed the photocurrent observed in other materials
currently used for detecting the mid-infrared radiation
by a factor of 10-100.
DISCUSSION
In contrast to the photocurrents that have been pro-
posed [9] and observed [28] recently and the photocur-
rents proposed in [10] and [29] which utilize asymmetries
of the crystals, chiral magnetic photocurrent solely de-
pends on the imbalance between the densities of right-
and left-handed chiral fermions. The direction of the
photocurrent depends only on the magnetic field and
the circular polarization of light, but not on the crystal
axes. The observation of the chiral magnetic photocur-
rent would provide a strong independent evidence for the
importance of chiral anomaly in condensed matter sys-
tems.
In the effect considered in this paper, each photon flips,
on average, the chirality of α/2pi ' 1/860 fermions for
each Dirac cone, or a pair of Weyl cones. TaAs [26,
28] has 12 pairs of Weyl cones, so each photon will flip
the chirality of ' 1/72 chiral fermions. The occupation
number of the photons is inversely proportional to the
light frequency ω; because of this, the magnitude of the
chiral magnetic photocurrent is proportional to ω−1.
Since chiral magnetic photocurrent depends on transi-
tions from one Weyl cone to another, instead of interband
transitions, there is no lower cut-off frequency – as a re-
sult, the photocurrent is predicted to be strong in the
THz frequency range. This could potentially be used to
detect circularly polarized THz radiation. In large mag-
netic fields and at low frequency of light, the strength
of the chiral magnetic photocurrent may exceed the cur-
rently observed chiral photocurrents. This opens possi-
bilities for applications in photonics and optoelectronics,
especially in the THz frequency range.
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